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Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Amazon Glacier doesn't suit all storage situations. Listed
following are a few storage needs for which you should consider

other AWS storage options instead of Amazon Glacier.
Data that must be updated very frequently might be better
served by a storage solution with lower read/write latencies,
such as Amazon EBS, Amazon RDS, Amazon DynamoDB, or relational
databases running on EC2.
https://d0.awsstatic.com/whitepapers/Storage/AWS%20Storage%20Se
rvices%20Whitepaper-v9.pdf

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following can fill in the blank in this code to
make it compile? (Select 2 options.)
A. On line 1, fill in throws
B. On line 2, fill in throw new
C. On line 2, fill in throws
D. On line 1, fill in throws new
E. On line 2, fill in throws new
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
Option A and C are the correct answer.
In a method declaration, the keyword throws is used. So here at
line 1 we have to use option A.
To actually throw an exception, the keyword throw is used and a
new exception is created,
so at line 2 we have to use throw and new keywords, which is
option C.
Finally it will look like;
public void method() throws Exception {
throw new Exception0;
}
REFERENCE :
httpsy/docs.oracle.com/javase/tutorial/essential/io/fileOps.htm
l#exception
The correct answer is: On line 1, fill in throws. On line 2,
fill in throw new

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are a controller for a public sector organization. You need
detailed fiscal tracking and reporting.
You need to set up fund types categorized under specific fund
classes.
Which fund type can you set up for each fund class? To answer,
drag the appropriate fund types to the correct fund classes.
Each fund type may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
You may need to dreg the split bar between panes or scroll to
view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:

Explanation:
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